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ONENESS 101: 27 – One Western Hemisphere 

 

Visualize yourself in your light body high above the entire Western Hemisphere that consists of 

North, Central and South America. Think of the three Americas as being one body. The North is 

like the upper three chakras and corresponding organs, the South is like the lower three chakras 

and correlating physical structures, and the Central section is like the third eye and organs at 

the base of the brain. The all-seeing eye is the doorway between the spiritual and the physical, 

the light body and the physical body, the three upper and the three lower chakras. 
 

The three Americas are a vital part of our yearlong Oneness 101 focus. North America is the 

first 1, Central America is the 0, and South America is the second 1. See all three areas as 

being equally important. No one is higher or lower in consciousness. The three are one 

triangulated team. The three Americas portray Oneness 101. As we see it, so shall it be. 
 

As it is now, however, the Western Hemisphere is not fully integrated or united as one. Rather, 

each section, as well as parts of each area, more or less act in disjointed, diseased, 

dysfunctional ways. The three do not yet cooperate and coordinate in peaceful, loving ways.  
 

Last year, Hilarion/Charles Fillmore, Chohan of the Fifth Ray of Unity, Healing and Integration, 

instructed and guided my wife, MariLyn, and me to go to Costa Rica. During our visit there from 

November 12-22, 2010, Hilarion and other masters in the higher planes projected new images 

through us as their healing team. Our core message to Central America was for all of its seven 

nations to unify and integrate, and for this harmonious unit to cooperate and coordinate with 

North and South America. One Western Hemisphere. 101 in the One.  
 

During our time in Costa Rica, Hilarion on several attentions guided our attention to South 

America, and said that our next trip or mission would be there. This was the logical conclusion 

to Spirit’s efforts to unify the Americas.  
 

Our current tentative plan is to tour Brazil this fall. It is the largest of the 12 South America 

nations. When visiting the Amazon River in northern Brazil, the capital of Brasilia in Central 

Brazil, and Rio de Janeiro/Sao Paula in Southern Brazil, we will radiate unity, healing, harmony 

and integration not only to Brazil but also to all of the other 11 South America nations. All 

countries large and small, north and south, east and west are to unite as one whole, integrated 

nation, like the 50 states of the United States have done. Then, South America, Central America 

and North America are to come together as one and function as a unified hemisphere. 
 

Our visit will cost a minimum of $10,000. When we went to Costa Rica, since the trip began as a 

delayed honeymoon, we paid for it with our personal funds. This time, from the start, we know 

that Hilarion is directing this trip and that all light workers are called to work with it in whatever 

way they are guided to do so from within. All of us are to do this mission together. Oneness 101. 
 

So, please cast your net to the right to discover your role in this hemispheric healing work. 

Perhaps it will be mostly in prayer. Maybe you have contacts in Brazil that will be helpful. We 

have no funds to cover this trip, so your financial contributions are crucial. Please send 

donations to: Mark-Age, Inc., PO Box 10, Pioneer, TN 37847. Thank you and God bless you.  


